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are lower (see [5]). This implies a need for more tinkering
if five-base or other custom codons will be an efficient
method for introducing nonstandard amino acids.
Custom Codons Come
in Threes, Fours, and Fives
The specialized context of the modern ribosome sta-
bilizes recognition of three-base codons, but longer
ones would have had an advantage in a fierce prebiotic
In a laboratory coselection of reporter messages con- era. Anderson et al.’s experiments raise the tantalizing
taining a single randomized essential two-, four-, five-, questions of whether longer codons may have ever had
or six-base “codon” with suppressor tRNASer libraries their day (or even several millennia) in a much earlier
whose members possessed randomized anticodon stage of code evolution and why the number three won.
loops of varying sizes, only four- and five-base “codon- The usual argument that triplets provide sufficient infor-
anticodon” interactions survived. These suppressor mation (but not too many letters) to encode a broad
tRNAs accomplish1 and1 frameshift suppression, range of amino acids with some degeneracy (permitting
suggesting biological significance. They also display evolvability of the sequences) implies either optimization
some properties common to serine tRNAs; such prop- of the current system by natural selection or that three
erties include a modest excess of Ser anticodons that was a very fortunate number that may have resulted
might assist tRNA charging. from other factors such as stereochemistry. Although 2
nt codons would permit templating of a broad set of
The paper by Anderson et al. on pages 237–244 of this amino acids and proteins made of restricted amino acid
issue demonstrates that E. coli’s ribosome can accom- sets still have complex protein folds [6], it is perhaps
modate variably sized codon/anticodon interactions surprising that no 2 nt codons arose in Anderson et al.’s
from the usual three up to five base pairs and that these experiment. The structures of standard and extended
may represent upper and lower bounds. These authors codon-anticodon pairs in the ribosome may answer
had previously selected tRNAs with anticodon loops some of these questions, at least regarding how the
that recognize four-base codons to suppress site- modern translation apparatus interprets codon-antico-
specific 1 frameshifts [1] and four-base codon sup- don pairs of so many sizes.
pressors also exist in nature [2], but five is the newest
addition. Since the newly selected tRNAs that recognize Laura F. Landweber
five-base codons effectively suppress 1 frameshifts, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
one wonders whether any rare tRNA-like molecules with Princeton University
unassigned functions might occasionally do this in na- Princeton, New Jersey 08544
ture, either as a sophisticated form of error correction
or as a conduit to translation in multiple reading frames. Selected Reading
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The efficiency of incorporating standard or nonstandard
amino acids at three- (often stop codons or under-used
codons), four-, or five-base codons varies. The levels
for templated serine incorporation by the quintuplets in
Table 2 of Anderson et al. (2002) are not higher than
12%, whereas the record for site-specific incorporation
of a new amino acid in E. coli at an amber stop codon
is 67% [4] and the levels in more recent experiments
